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The Problem
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Finn was a believer in blockchain technology.  
He believed in a decentralized system that was 
autonomous from traditional finance. Yet, like 
many in their early crypto investing days, he was 
an  for rugpulls and other scams. 



Finn sought out a way to facilitate a safer 
environment for investors simply wanting to create 
a sustainable legacy of wealth for their families.



Sure, the scammers were getting smarter – but so 
was Finn. He saw what was working well in the 
space, and what wasn’t. Ultimately, he determined 
that community & education combined could 
prove to be a powerful 

absolute magnet

DeFi detoxifier…
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Cryptocurrency is the current Gold Rush of our times. There is a legitimate opportunity, that with the right guidance,  
can enhance many lives via smart, informed investments. However, with such opportunity for wealth to be made comes 
a  with making these decisions. The high risk and the high volatility in crypto make this space seem taboo to the 
broader general public. It is in this moment of people feeling uncertain about crypto that 100xGEMS views its opportunity 
to change the narrative of investing in crypto by helping communities elevate the .



The crypto space is currently filled with so much toxicity that over the last two years, the optimistic energy is slowly being 
drained out of nearly every single crypto community. The lack of education around cryptocurrency is putting people in 
danger of possibly losing their investments in just , in many cases.



One thing is absolutely certain: Things need to change… and .

high risk

right projects

mere minutes

fast



The Mission
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At 100xGEMS, we are focused first 

and foremost on helping our greater 
community understand the ins/outs 
of what investing in crypto is all about.



This means understanding the following

 Smart Contract
 Tokenomic
 Centralized/Decentralized Exchange
 Project Strengths & Weaknesses

100xGEMS is all about finding the right projects and helping our community members to  
 about new potential investment opportunities. The acronym WAGMI (We’re All 

Gonna Make It) is thrown out in our space often, but as a project, we truly want to embody 
WAGMI by lending our expertise and knowledge of crypto investing to our holders.



As we begin to evolve as a project over the next several months, you will begin to meet more 
experts we are partnering with who will publicly join our community and share information 
about potential 100x gems that show early signs of standing power.



We will work side-by-side with doxxed influencers, callers, shillers and verified whales to 
provide our community the very best crypto education and empower our holders with the 
proper knowledge and confidence to succeed as a crypto investor. 100xGEMS will facilitate 
this educational engagement through a variety of virtual “lounges”, which will always be 
accessible to our holders.



100xGEMS will also release a smart contract builder that will make constructing and 
understanding smart contracts  to instill confidence within new creators in our space. 
Furthermore, creators with be able to take advantage of our fair launch deployer to ensure 
their smart contract launch goes off without a hitch.



As our community grows and becomes more savvy investors, we will release our “Producers” 
NFT Collection, which will enable our members to become directly involved in the formation 
and ownership of our chief utility – our mainstream TV show – .

feel
confident

simpler

a “Shark Tank” for crypto



The Roadmap



Phase I
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Phase I is what we consider to be our .



This phase, which we anticipate will only span a few weeks longer, 
involves us launching on Uniswap as an ERC-20 token, which was done 
on March 24th, 2023 as a 100% fair launch. It also involves us making the 
100xGEMS token available on Voltichange, Volt Inu’s DEX (decentralized 
exchange), which was done on April 3rd, 2023. Finally, it involves us 
listing 100xGEMS on our very first CEX (centralized exchange), CoinTiger, 
which was done on April 11th, 2023.



We are currently in the process of getting listed on CoinMarketCap 
(CMC) & CoinGecko (CG) as of the release of this whitepaper (April 19th, 
2023). We anticipate we will be listed very soon on these two platforms.



Our last goal in Phase I is to have a total of 500 100xGEMS holders,  
which is currently the only other goal to be achieved in Phase I.


Launch Phase

 Fair Launch on Uniswap


 Website 1.0


 Whitepaper 1.0


 First CEX Listing


 500 Telegram Members


 500 Twitter Followers


 CoinMarketCap Listing


 CoinGecko Listing


 500 Token Holders


 First Youtube AMA



Phase II
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Phase II is what we consider to be our .



This phase involves us listing on a total of at least 5 CEXs. This is also  
the phase when the community can expect the release of our project’s  
first utility, .



Additionally, we anticipate having our smart contract audited and our 
marketing campaigns (i.e. Youtube, Twitter, TikTok) kicking into gear.



Our goal is to have 2k Telegram members, 2k Twitter followers & 2k token 
holders during this phase, as well.



Finally for Phase II, we will release our project’s second utility, 
, which creators can leverage after building their smart 

contracts, to completely prevent all sniping & front-running bots from 
exploiting unfair advantages and keep launch day investors from 
getting REKT by these non-human wealth-blockers.

Unite Phase

our smart contract builder

our fair 
launch deployer

 Influencer Marketing Launch


 5 CEX Listings


 2k Telegram Members


 2k Twitter Followers


 2k Token Holders


 Smart Contract Builder Release


 Fair Launch Deployer Release


 Smart Contract Audit



Phase III
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Phase III is what we consider to be our .



This phase involves us listing on a total of at least 20 CEXs, including 5 
“Tier 2” listings. This is also the phase when the community can expect the 
release of our project’s second & third utilities, 

.



Additionally, we anticipate having our social media influencer marketing 
campaigns in full swing, bringing in some of the most talented and 
respected voices in our space.



Our goal is to have 10k Telegram members, 10k Twitter followers & 10k 
token holders during this phase, as well.



Finally for Phase III, we will be assembling our TV production team to 
develop our pilot episode (1st episode) for our TV series we hope will  
make a splash – a “Shark Tank”-style crypto TV show.

Build Phase

our crypto community 
platform & our “Producers” NFT collection

 20 CEX Listings


 5 “Tier 2” Listings


 10k Telegram Members


 10k Twitter Followers


 10k Token Holders


 Crypto Community Platform Launch


 “Producers” NFT Collection Launch


 Assemble TV Production Team



Phase IV
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Phase IV is what we consider to be our .



This phase involves us listing on a total of at least 100 CEXs, including at least  
2 “Tier 1” exchanges. This is the phase when the community can expect the 
release of our project’s fourth utility, .



Additionally, we anticipate our marketing campaigns will expand from online 
influencers to billboard & print advertising, as well as TV & radio commercials. 



Our goal is to have 50k Telegram members, 50k Twitter followers & 50k token 
holders during this phase, as well.



Finally for Phase IV, we will be in production with our fully-financed pilot  
episode of our “Shark Tank”-style crypto TV show. After securing a production 
deal with a major streaming platform, the 100xGEMS team will work to secure 
syndication & franchising deals to further expand the 100xGEMS brand.

Expand Phase

our “Shark Tank”-style crypto TV show
 100 CEX Listings


 2 “Tier 1” Listings


 50k Telegram Members


 50k Twitter Followers


 50k Token Holders


 “Shark Tank”-style Show Launch


 Syndication + Franchising Deals


 Establish All Corporate Entities



The Team



The Team
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William Hargett is the founder and lead developer of 100xGEMS. 
William is an information technology expert with a knack for altcoin 
marketing and community building. In the past 3 years, he has 
founded and managed multiple “shill clubs”, which continue to hold 
thousands of crypto investors. He has also acted as CEX (centralized 
exchange) listing coordinator and lead moderator for multiple 
projects. William brings his marketing, negotiation & communication 
acumen to his passion project, 100xGEMS, in order to pool together 
crypto’s strongest resources, community and education, and help 
bring crypto mainstream.

LinkedIn Profile @WilliamNinja69

William Hargett   |   Lead Dev


https://www.linkedin.com/in/william-hargett-116021a1/
https://twitter.com/WilliamNinja69


Team Roles
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“Romo”  |  Marketing & Listings Lead

“Romo” is responsible for managing  
the project’s marketing budget and 
hiring the initial slate of social media 
influencers. He will also be responsible 
for engaging CEXs to list the 100xGEMS 
token, a role he has fulfilled successfully 
in previous projects.

“Jagger”  |  Crypto Education Lead

“Jagger” is responsible for creating the 
crypto education framework for current 
and future 100xGEMS holders. He will also 
be responsible for contracting expert 
consultants and select influencers to join 
our community. Jagger is a successful 
crypto investor and thought leader.

“Queen”  |  Community Manager

“Queen” is responsible for facilitating 
conversations between current and future 
100xGEMS holders on all of our social 
platforms. Say “hi” to her in Telegram and 
ask her what tweets the team is raiding 
any given day. She loves a helping hand  
& loves this #GemsFam community.

**NOTE: Romo, Jagger & Queen will remain undoxxed unless 
otherwise decided by future events and joint team decisions.



The Key Utilities



Utility #1
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A semi-inspired individual today can go to Fiverr and get a 
smart contract to deploy for just about $100…



This copy-and-paste culture of “new” crypto projects has led 
to an epidemic of code fraught with error and malicious 
intent behind it. 100xGEMS seeks to erase that practice with 
the implementation of our one-of-a-kind customizable 
smart contract builder.



Profits made from our smart contract builder will be split 
50/50 between buying back the 100xGEMS token on a 
monthly basis, as well as funding the production and 
marketing of our current and future utilities.



The saying is true: You get what you pay for. But that doesn’t 
mean future builders in our space need to break the bank in 
order to get their hands on a quality contract.

Our smart contract builder



Utility #2
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Nothing ruins launch day like a handful of sniping and front-
running bots unfairly carving out a better token position for their 
deployers, leaving you paying more for your bag…



Launch day can leave most retail investors feeling bitter and 
resentful, along with that inevitable questioning of whether or not 
the launch was . 100xGEMS has the technical formula to 
purge these pesky bots from the fun of launch day once and for all.



Profits made from our fair launch deployer will be split 50/50 
between buying back the 100xGEMS token on a monthly basis, as 
well as funding the production and marketing of our current and 
future utilities.



We’ll create the technical vacuum necessary to prevent bots from 
reaching that precious, newly-deployed contract address before 
retail investors have  opportunity to buy first.

truly fair

their

Our fair launch deployer



Utility #3
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Today, splintered communities in the crypto space operate in silos of “hopium”...



This ultra-hyping has led to unforeseen toxicity, which only seeks to diminish our 
space rather than augment it. 100xGEMS plans to squash this practice by financially 
incentivizing all our communities to work and grow together in one place.



When the platform is live, 100xGEMS holders will be informed and educated by our 
experts of all of the available projects and communities that are actively building in 
our space through various virtual “lounges,” including but not limited to a Holders 
Lounge, a New Projects Lounge, a Dev / Team Lounge, an Influencers Lounge and a 
Caller Banking Room. 



100xGEMS holders will have key opportunities to vote on which projects 100xGEMS will 
invest funds from its . Funds from that wallet will then be 
invested into the winning project(s) and profits made from that investment will be 
distributed as  to holders on a weighted scale based on how many tokens a 
100xGEMS holder possesses in their wallet(s).

holder investment wallet*

rewards

Our world-class crypto community platform

*Please see TOKENOMICS section for more detail on the “holder investment wallet”



Utility #4
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Lately, many NFT collections on OpenSea have seen plummeting 
floor prices due to their copycat concepts & utility-free imagery…



What a better way to enhance the crypto space than by offering  
an NFT collection that promises a vivid web3 ownership experience! 



100xGEMS’ “Producers” NFTs will launch a boutique collection in 
Phase III and carry with them some big added perks (and value) to 
be announced just prior to launch that will prompt any savvy crypto 
investor to be ready to buy on mint day.



At 100xGEMS, we’re helping the space move away from  
 and moving informed investors to hold things that possess 
  for the long-term.

perceived
value
actual value

Our “Producers” NFT Collection



Utility #5
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Crypto hasn’t quite fully crept its way into mainstream culture yet,  
only because the SBFs of our space have been given more airtime for 
how they’ve  people rather than true crypto pioneers being given 
airtime for how they’ve  people…



100xGEMS’ solution to bringing crypto to the masses is releasing a 
reality TV series that disperses entertaining crypto awareness through 
its iconic & informed crypto personalities. 



Launching in Phase IV, our series programming will solidify our 
unification efforts with our various disparate crypto communities  
and grow awareness of our space for years to come. 



At 100xGEMS, our ongoing transparency with our holders, our ability to 
educate through empirical-based research and our unification efforts 
within the crypto community will make us a trustworthy, reliable & 
mainstream source of crypto awareness.

hurt
helped

Our “Shark Tank”-style crypto TV show



The Tokenomics



Tokenomics
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1% to liquidity

1% to buy backs & burns

1% to marketing, contest,  
site development & exchange listings

1% to core 

(20% moderators / 20% shillers / 20% influencers & callers / 40% founder)

2% to the 100xGEMS holder investment wallet

(this tax will initially be used for marketing costs until we reach 1k token holders)

The 100xGEMS buy/sell taxes 
are as follows:

That is a 6% buy tax, as well as a 6% sell tax.

How will 100xGEMS tokenomics help our own token hit that 100x?

Our tokenomics gives us the ability to make some choices in putting holder money to work. 
We fully understand that our project is fully financed with the investment of our holders.  
So that’s why we call this a  and why we will put your money to work.holders first token

How does the holder investment wallet work exactly?

2 percent of every buy and every sale of our token will go into an investment wallet.  
Our community will vote on the projects to invest in and the holders will receive reward 
distributions from the profits, based on how much of the token a holder possesses, as follows

 Highest risk micro baby MCs $1000 max with a target of 4x to liquidat
 2nd highest risks over 100k launch $2000 max with a target 4x to liquidat
 3rd highest risk 1 million MC projects $10,000 with 50/50 removal 10x and 20
 4th highest risk 1 million MC minimum and greater than 30 days old & after the fall of 

first spike up to $25,000 with hold up to 6 months but removing investment after 4x  
and holding remainder for 50-100

 5th highest risk big market caps and by vote. No set amount and during times of 
turmoil convert to USDC



10 percent of all profits will go to charity.

10 percent of all profits will go to the consultants that educated and guided said investment.
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Join the #GemsFam

@100xGemsCo

t.me/I00xGemsCo

Facebook

Instagram

TikTok

Medium

https://twitter.com/100xGemsCo
http://t.me/I00xGemsCo
https://m.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100091864812245
https://www.instagram.com/100xgemsco/
https://www.tiktok.com/@100xgemsco
https://www.medium.com/@100xGemsCo
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With our burgeoning crypto space 
riddled with rouge devs, disparate 
communities, worthless NFTs & 
mainstream absence, 100xGEMS 
serves to fix these repetitive problems 
through our aforementioned utilities.



Together, we can enlighten and enrich 
one another through our shared 
experiences in one place: 100xGEMS. 
Over time, we will build the colossal 
crypto space we've always imagined 
one informed investor at a time.


A Holders First Token
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